
A Farmer's Dilemma 
  

One day a farmer began noticing that the weather was changing and he was worried. It had 
been fine all during the spring when he was planting the fields. But now trouble seemed to be coming. 
Every day he would scratch his head and look at the sky and then at his fields, then back to the sky 
and back to the fields. Each day the sun seemed to have trouble shining brightly. And the clouds..well 
they grew and grew in the sky and got lower and lower. Some days it felt like he could reach up and 
touch those clouds. Trouble was those clouds not only blocked out the sun but they also never gave 
any rain. They just kept growing darker and darker and lower and lower until, pretty soon IT WAS SO 
DARK NOT EVEN THE SUN COULD MAKE ANY LIGHT.  
  

The farmer was really worried then. It was almost mid-summer and his crops were barely ankle 
high. No sun and no rain and such puny crops--what could he do? 
  

One thing he had noticed as the sun disappeared. The lightning bugs seemed to be out all the 
time, not just at night. Now if he could just think of a way to use all that light. 
  

“By jove, I've got it. I'll let those chickens loose and get them eating all those lightning bugs.”   
 
Well, that's what he did. THOSE CHICKENS ATE SO MANY LIGHTHING BUGS, PRETTY 

SOON THEY GAVE OFF ENOUGH LIGHT SO HE COULD HANG THEM IN THE FIELDS. Well, that 
fooled those crops and they began to grow and grow and grow, reaching for the light.  
  

The second problem wasn't so easy to solve....this one needed a partner. He consulted his 
wife, "Wife, I've finally gotten those crops growing and reaching for the light. But what am I going to 
do about no rain?”  
  

His wife looked up at the sky but didn't have to look far because the clouds were so low. She 
studied and studied those clouds and then reached up and grabbed a cloud and began to squeeze it 
together. Pretty soon a gusher of rain poured from that cloud. She turned to her husband and said, 
"I've thought of a solution. Hitch up the tractor."  
  

She went into the house and returned carrying an enormous bag with small holes poked into it. 
They attached it to the tractor, filled it with clouds and slowly moved into the fields. As the tractor 
traveled through the crops they took turns squeezing the bag and refilling it with clouds. Water poured 
through the holes onto the thirsty plants and the plants began to stand up straight and tall. After the 
farmer and his wife had travelled through most of the field they began to notice that the dark didn't 
seem so dark. They decided that all they had to do was keep using up those clouds until the sun was 
shining. 


